Online Fashion Styling Course

Milan Fashion Design Academy by Milan Fashion Campus is pleased to announce that enrollment is open for
its latest Online Fashion Styling Course.

Summary: The program is divided in four sections, each one aims to give students different knowledge and
skills in order to create a completed final result useful to start a career into the fashion field.
A fashion stylist is an expert in image and style, always aware of trends. Good fashion stylists know how to
accentuate the strengths of people they dress, choosing the right outfit to flatter someone, in a way that is
appropriate for each event and situation. Fashion styling requires extensive knowledge of the fashion industry
and a particular attention to research new trends.
How it works:
The course is divided into 4 modules. When you download the first module you will take an appointment with
the teacher to get the online photoshop lesson. After that you will be able to work on your own way. When all
the exercises will be complete you will send them to the teacher and taking an appointment, you will correct
them with her. After each module you can buy the following one. At the end of the last module (D) you will
have the possibility to do the final tests, the overview for all the excercises done and gain the final certificate.
Module A includes an introduction with information about famous designers, fashion icons, important
photographers, fabrics and a glossary with the names of items and accessories. Furthermore this first section
gives students theorical notions about how to determine different body and face shapes, personal colors and
dress up according the situation and the trends.
Module B is about taking in consideration different ages, more precise, learn how to adapt a single trend to
suit fashionistas of all ages, proving that fashion is truly for everyone. Not only ages, but also different mood;
another exercise to test if the student is able to stylize a look following some style mood.
Module C follows a mostly personal way, teaching how to create great looks with a certain number of items
and depending of the client's lifestyle. Another important thing that a stylist should take in consideration is the
budget, that's why this section includes an exercise which learn how to copy a star look with an affordable
price.
Module D, the last one, provides more completed exercises asking the student to pretend to be an editorial
stylist and fix everything for a photo shoot or be able to create trendy and perfect individual outfits choosing
just key items.
All of this exercises and notions aim to provide a professional knowledge to students, helping them to increase
skills and abilities to find their place in the fashion field.

For more details on the courses available by Milan Fashion Campus, please visit
http://www.milanfashioncampus.eu/
About the Founder of Milan Fashion Campus

The founder of Milan Fashion Campus is Angelo Russica, who was born and raised in
Switzerland with sicilian origins.
After his fashion studies in Milan, Angelo Russica made his first steps into the fashion world
assisting Giorgio Correggiari, where he met Domenico Dolce and Stefano Gabbana (Dolce &
Gabbana). He had to leave for military service for one year. Once he came back he worked
with the Italian company Barbas (Menswear Collection), after this he had one of his most
exciting professional experience: He began working as an assistant designer for Gianni
Versace. He worked for 5 years participating in Women's Wear and Menswear
collections: Genny, Spazio and Versus.
After this experience, he left Italy for 4 years for Spain: Here he worked with Induyco – El Corte
Inglés in Madrid. Once he returned, he started working as a consultant for Gruppo Marzotto,
Miroglio Vestebene, Gruppo Max Mara, also in Japan with one of the most important apparel
Maker World Company, King Company.
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